GENERAL SIGN NOTES

- All dimensions in millimetres (mm). 
- Refer to BSD - 10501 (sheet 1 and 2) for structural notes.
- Refer to BSD - 10506 for Ordinance signage details.
- Refer to BSD - 10507 for Pictogram suite details.
- Refer to BSD - 10508 (sheet 1 of 4) for post, footing and
  embedding details.
- Refer to BSD - 10508 (sheet 2 of 4) for graphic notes.
- Refer to BSD - 10508 (sheet 4 of 4) for detailed
  dimensions for dog off-leash signs 1 and 2.

DOG OFF LEASH SIGN - 1

SCALE: 1:20

DOG OFF LEASH SIGN - 2
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PLAYGROUND NODE SIGN

SCALE: 1:20

SECRET GARDEN PLAYGROUND

REFER TO SHEET 2 OF 4 FOR LOGO LOCATION DETAIL.
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